
The Maths of Life with Professor Sophie Scott
Professor of Cognitive Neuroscience Sophie Scott joins
Lauren Laverne on BBC Radio 6 to share nuggets of wisdom
around maintaining social ties. 

Listen on BBC Radio 6 >> (starts at 2 hours, 8 minutes)

How to clean hands and homes
Dean of the Faculty of Mathematical and Physical
Sciences Professor Ivan Parkin explains the science behind
why soap is such an effective weapon in the fight against
coronavirus, and what you should use if you've run out.

Watch on YouTube >>

The Steph Show: Live from the Living Room
UCL alumna Steph McGovern launches a daily show "from
[her] actual house", featuring a guest appearance from Keith
Lemon and an enthusiastic fitness session via video call. 

Watch on Channel 4 >>

Can coronavirus survive outside the body?
With an array of media reports on how long coronavirus can
survive in different environments, UCL Pro-Vice-Provost
(International) Professor Deenan Pillay (UCL Division of
Infection and Immunity) answers listener questions on the
Guardian's Science Weekly podcast.

Listen to Science Weekly >>

Talking to Titans
We couldn't be prouder that so many remarkable women -
staff, students and alumni - call UCL home. To celebrate
International Women's Day 2020, we met seven of them.

Listen to Talking to Titans >>

Dr Michael Spence AC to lead UCL

UCL has announced that Dr Michael Spence
AC, currently Vice-Chancellor of the University
of Sydney, will succeed Professor Michael
Arthur as President & Provost in January
2021.

Read the announcement >>

Alumni stories: Fangyu Wu

From the fast-paced world of investment
banking to redefining workspace sharing in
Hong Kong, Fangyu Wu is a true 21st century
entrepreneur.

Read Fangyu's story >>

Top novelist receives Honorary
Fellowship

In February, UCL alumna, author and
television producer Jane Fallon received an
Honorary Fellowship – and took the
opportunity to share her top tips with our MA
Publishing students.

Read our news story >>

Volunteer to continue your UCL story

Right now, our networks and online platforms
are more important than ever. Join the Alumni
Online Community, and keep an eye out for a
range of digital volunteering opportunities to
come!

Visit the Alumni Online Community >>
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Dear 

,

Since our last alumni newsletter in January, the world has changed immeasurably as we all
adapt to the significant changes in the way we live, learn and work as a result of the COVID-19
outbreak.

Our first priority is the health of the entire UCL community and you can visit our website to view
the comprehensive support and advice we have put in place for all those who call UCL home.
We also have a profound responsibility to tackle the myriad of scientific, social and
economic challenges the world now faces. I could not be prouder of the role that UCL – brilliantly
supported by you – is playing in helping to manage and mitigate the outbreak and I am pleased
to include an update on our activities below.

Although we are not currently able to visit UCL alumni across the globe, our ties are as strong as
they have ever been. I would encourage you to take advantage of the UCL Alumni Online
Community to connect with each other, build networks and create friendships with your peers.

We will communicate with you a little more frequently over the coming months, and in the
meanwhile I hope you enjoy all this newsletter has to offer. Alongside UCL's usual updates, we
have included some brilliant podcasts and articles that I thought you might have a little more
time to catch up on at the moment.

Best wishes,

James Davis
Deputy Director of Alumni Relations

UCL's response to COVID-19

This week, it was announced that engineers at UCL and Mercedes F1, alongside clinicians at
UCLH, have developed a life-saving breathing Continuous Positive Airway Pressure (CPAP)
device, UCL-Ventura, that can be rapidly manufactured to prepare for the predicted increase in
hospital admissions. CPAP machines allow COVID-19 patients to stay out of intensive care and
have been used extensively in Italy and China. The team worked round the clock to reverse
engineer the device in less than 100 hours. The device, pictured above, has now gained
regulatory approval and the UK government has placed an initial order for 10,000 units.

More broadly, UCL's incredible staff and students have mobilised to counter every aspect of the
coronavirus pandemic's impact on society. In London, they are co-ordinating food donations,
supporting the health of the homeless community, and providing expert advice to local
businesses. Here, Professor Alan Thompson, Dean of the Faculty of Brain Sciences and Pro-
Vice-Provost (London), details the steps we are collectively taking to support communities in the
capital and further afield.

Whether locally, nationally, or globally, UCL is proudly playing its part. Our medical students are
volunteering to help NHS staff with their childcare and domestic responsibilities so that they can
continue to work on the front line. UCL researchers, meanwhile, have launched a study into the
psychological and social effects of COVID-19 in the UK, which you can participate in here.

The newly launched UCL Coronavirus Response Fund will also give us the flexibility and
capacity to meet urgent scientific and societal challenges in the months to come, including work
on a COVID-19 vaccine. You can find out more about the Fund and the wide breadth of work it
supports on the UCL website.

UCL on demand
Podcasts and programmes that you might find informative and interesting

Globally united

In these turbulent times, we're inviting UCL alumni around the world to share ideas, resources
and words of advice through our Globally United video series.

The first is from international psychologist Dr Anjhula Mya Singh Bais (UCL Theoretical
Psychoanalytic Studies 2006). Based in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, Anjhula suggests we take this
time to reflect and ask: “How do we want to live our lives in the ‘new normal’?”

If you'd like to submit your own Globally United video, please contact alumni@ucl.ac.uk detailing
your professional backround, role and response to the current crisis. We'll then be in touch to
talk about next steps!

More UCL news

Whilst you're here...

We’re making exciting changes to our alumni communications and want you to be a part of
them. To ensure that you continue to hear about UCL news and events, and receive your new,
digital Portico magazine, please make sure you opt in here.

Visit the UCL Alumni website: www.ucl.ac.uk/alumni

Connect and share:

Unsubscribe: By clicking this link you will unsubscribe from all future UCL fundraising and alumni
communications.

Contact: alumni@ucl.ac.uk +44(0)20 3108 3833
The UCL Office of the Vice Provost (Advancement) Data Protection statement is available here.
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